Item No. 18
Town of Atherton
CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT – REGULAR AGENDA
TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

CHIEF OF POLICE EDWIN F. FLINT

DATE:

JANUARY 21, 2015

SUBJECT:

POLICE MOTORCYCLE PURCHASE

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that Council authorize the purchase of one (1) new 2015 BMW R1200RT-P
motorcycle as a replacement motorcycle for a total cost of $34,591.22, which includes sales tax,
documentation fees, communications equipment, radar unit, and installation. The total cost
represents a maximum amount, as the labor costs could be less.
BACKGROUND
The Police Department is in the process of hiring an additional police officer. This officer also
happens to be motorcycle trained and certified, which presents a unique opportunity to improve
the Police Department’s traffic enforcement capabilities and improve traffic safety.
Atherton experiences traffic and pedestrian safety concerns every day, whether the need is stop
sign enforcement near one of the elementary schools, traffic issues along El Camino Real, or
speed enforcement on cut-through streets. The Police Department receives regular traffic
complaints, sometimes simultaneously, and at multiple locations throughout the Town.
Motorcycle traffic enforcement is one of the most effective means to address these types of
concerns and complaints.
With the additional motorcycle officer and replacement motorcycle, the Police Department
would be able to increase its visibility and ability to conduct regular, targeted traffic enforcement
at various locations throughout the Town.
ANALYSIS
The Police Department currently has two (2) 2012 BMW motorcycles and one (1) 2007 Honda.
A 2002 BMW motorcycle was recently sent to auction, as it is more than twelve (12) years old
and had reached the end of its service life. The 2002 BMW served as a back-up and training
motorcycle as well as a third deployable motorcycle when needed. Even without the additional
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motorcycle officer, the 2002 BMW motorcycle needs to be replaced to ensure adequate and
sustained traffic enforcement.
The 2002 BMW motorcycle was experiencing frequent and more serious mechanical failures,
taking it out of service for extended periods of time for repairs not covered by warranty. Given
the age, condition and the mileage of the motorcycle, a reasonable trade-in value from BMW or
auction is approximately $2,000.00 to $2,500.00.
The 2007 Honda motorcycle is minimally maintained given its age and frequency of disrepair. It
is not used in regular rotation with the newer BMW motorcycles. The Police Department
acquired the Honda motorcycle through a grant from California’s Office of Traffic Safety (OTS).
The terms and conditions of the OTS grant prohibits the Town from selling or auctioning the
Honda motorcycle.
The general life expectancy of a police motorcycle is four (4) years and anywhere between
40,000 to 60,000 miles, depending on the age and mechanical condition of the motorcycle. For
example, the California Highway Patrol (CHP) runs their BMW motorcycles to the upper range
of 60,000 miles before they are taken out of service, as high-speed freeway miles put less strain
and wear on the motorcycles than the low speed stop-and-go usage of municipal policing.
The 2002 BMW motorcycle needs to be replaced as the 2007 Honda should not be used in
regular rotation. There are also occasions (under current staffing levels) where all three
motorcycles are deployed simultaneously. Additionally, there is no backup motorcycle when
one of the two BMW motorcycles is unavailable due to service, training or special OTS
assignments. Replacement would also provide three dependable motorcycles for all three motor
officers, and would ensure regular deployment of two (2) motorcycles during the weekdays and
one (1) motorcycle during the weekends. Adding an additional motorcycle officer into
deployment would mean more efficient and effective traffic enforcement in and around the
Town’s nine (9) schools and major streets.
The new 2015 BMW R1200RT-P motorcycles have an abundance of mission-specific equipment
and features. They come fully equipped with optimized suspension and tires designed
specifically for police service; electrically adjustable windshield, adjustable seat height,
adjustable brake, clutch and shift levers to allow a perfect rider fit regardless of the officer’s size;
locking integrated radio box with wiring ports and ground plane; integrated fairing-mounted
speakers for radio & radar; accurate digital police speedometer with pace-lock display and VSS
signal for moving radar; BMW Code 3 three-tone siren system (wail/yelp/hyper-yelp), air horn,
public address, radio rebroadcast and InterClear™ linkage to Emergency LED Light System;
LED Cruise lights and Alley lights (See Exhibit A for further details). In addition, this newer
BMW model has transitioned from a standard dry clutch, to a newer, easy-access multi-plate
self-energizing wet clutch, thus ensuring a much longer clutch life.
Internationally, BMW is the largest seller of motorcycles for law enforcement use with more
than 80,000 BMW police motorcycles currently in use in more than 150 countries on five
continents. The California Highway Patrol (CHP), Los Angeles Police Department, and the San
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Diego Police Department (as well as others) have conducted extensive reviews and testing of
various motorcycles and have selected BMW as their preferred choice.
We have been in communications with Mr. Charles Berthon with BMW of Long Beach,
California. Mr. Berthon is providing BMW motorcycles to the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s
Department (LASD) on a current open bid contract. This particular contract is for last year’s
2014 BMW model, but the bid extends to the 2015 models, with a 3% increase in price (See
Attachment C). The Atherton Police Department is able to piggyback off the LASD’s contract,
which gives us tremendous buying power and an excellent price on a new 2015 BMW
motorcycle at $27,219.37.
During City Councils’ May 2013 goals and priorities workshop, vehicle, bicycle and pedestrian
safety emerged as one of the Town’s top priorities. The new BMW motorcycle and the
additional fulltime motorcycle officer will significantly enhance the Police Department’s overall
traffic enforcement and collision reduction efforts.
Police motorcycles provide the quickest response to both collisions and other traffic complaints.
They have an easier time navigating through congested and stopped traffic and can go places that
police cars cannot. Motorcycles are also better for traffic enforcement duties as they are smaller
and not as easily discerned by traffic violators. Traffic congestion in Atherton during commute
periods is almost impassable on many streets.
During 2014-2015, officers received 30 citizen complaints regarding traffic problems, issued
more than 9,000 traffic citations, and investigated 245 traffic collisions resulting in 83 injuries, 3
fatalities, and untold property damage, not counting unreported traffic collisions and collisions
where the involved parties exchanged information in lieu of a collision report.
Staff evaluated BMW’s lease option and determined that the cost, terms, and restrictions of the
lease were not financially beneficial to the Town. The lease option is intended for agencies that
prefer not to invest the capital expenditure up front. As for CHP and the vast majority of law
enforcement agencies, leasing police motorcycles is not a viable option. According to BMW,
only two (2) California law enforcement agencies lease BMW police motorcycles.
FISCAL IMPACT
The cost of a new 2015 BMW R1200RT-P motorcycle is $27,219.37 (See Attachment A), plus
$7,371.85 for radio equipment, a radar unit, and installation fees (See Attachment B), for a total
cost of $34,591.22.
The new 2015 BMW R1200RT-P motorcycles are covered by a 36-month / 60,000 mile
warranty whether leased or purchased.
The Town currently has a vehicle replacement fund (Acct# 610-40-57005-040) for both planned
and un-planned purchases of vehicles. The Finance Director has confirmed the vehicle
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replacement fund will support the purchase of the new BMW motorcycle during this current
budget cycle.

